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"TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY"

Proceedings of the Congress of Technology Published in Book Form.

Pitty years ago the Institute was founded as a result of the most earnest efforts of thoughtful and public spirited citizens and educators. Last April the results of the thoughtful, earnest, and sacrificial work of those men was celebrated in a most fitting way, at the time of the semi-centennial anniversary of the founding of the Institute, by a Congress of Technology. Today there comes from the press of one of cases as it published a worthy memorial of the work that has been done, in the shape of a well-edited, well-printed and well-bound copy of the papers which were read on the Congress, "Technology and Industrial Efficiency."

This book is a well-edited, well-printed and well-bound copy of the papers which were read on the Congress, "Technology and Industrial Efficiency."

The arrangement of the book is the same as that followed by the Congress last April, which was strictly logical and comprehensive. Each group of subjects is placed in its own place in the book with the section designations as they were given in the program, and the whole book is indexed under these headings.

To such cases as it seems needful there are half-tone illustrations, sketches and valuable tables explaining individual words, the text for, example the many cuts used in the paper on "Scientific Management of American Railways" by S. M. Felton, T.J. President of Chicago Great Western Railroad, to show the progress in car and locomotive building.

To quote from President Macaulay's opening address: "Prominent Alumni and members of the Faculty are to deal with problems raised in the field of their own specialties. The guiding idea throughout is the gain in efficiency that comes from the applications of scientific methods to the treatment of the great practical problems of the day. A glance at the program will give some idea of the variety of the interest represented, but more thorough study is needed to realize that the work of this Institute is practiced life at a thousand points."

President Macaulay spoke perhaps even more truly than he knew, for in this book the detailed account of the proceedings of the Congress lies the proof that the work of the Institute touches the world at a thousand (and more) points. A thorough study of this book cannot but be of interest to every Tech man, to every worker in the world of science and scientific industry.

REQUEST TO EXETER

Mr. Benjamin Price Davis, Phillips Exeter, '92, left by his will $50,000 for the erection of a library at the Institution. His gift with its accumulations now exceeds $60,000, and the trustees feel justified in undertaking the erection of the building, which will be two stories in height, the books and reading room occupying the entire second floor, with a stairway extending from the basement to the roof.

The relay teams will be busy this winter.